
Two time Nobel Prize
winner Marie Curie knew

what it meant to be a
creative thinker. 

She was not allowed to
study at university so she
studied secretly in Poland

and then traveled to
France to get her PhD. In

order to manage the
difficult expectations of the

Sorbonne, Curie rented
out a nearby apartment,
which meant she could

only afford tea and bread. 

Marie Curie fought for
her success. She was
determined to stick to

her work, even with great
obstacles in her way.

Marie Curie

(Image courtesy York
College) Dancer, Actor,
Singer, Writer... Maya

Angelou was no stranger
to creativity. 

For her writing practice,
Angelou rented out a

minimal hotel room in her
home town to work in

every day. She created
consistently for hours

for herself and kept at it
even when she felt

stuck. She also made an
effort to disconnect from
her work in the evening. 

Maya Angelou made
physical space and time

FOR and FROM her
work.

Maya Angelou

Modern choreography and
dance have Martha

Graham to largely thank
for their existence.

Martha Graham followed
her desire to break

conventional norms (of
ballet) and allowed for
experimentation. Her
risk-taking opened new
doors for the world of

dance. She also
collaborated with creatives

in other disciplines.

Martha Graham took
great risk in her creative
practice; she even went
against family wishes by

going to school for
dance.

Martha Graham
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(1) Make art every day.
(2) Make time away from and for your work.
(3) Stick to your interests.
(4) Take creative risks.



Ben Franklin was a
printer, prolific inventor,

and writer. 

He hosted a weekly
meeting of friends that
began solving social

problems. This is perhaps
one of the first recorded
mastermind groups in

the United States. 

He had regimented,
scheduled days to help

him with all of his myriad
accomplishments;
important for us

creatives, Ben Franklin
started his day reflecting

on what he hoped to
accomplish.

Ben Franklin

Leonardo Da Vinci was an
artist, scientist, musician,
engineer, geologist, and

the list goes on.

Da Vinci learned
everything he could

from people with
knowledge. He took his
educational opportunities
seriously and was open to

many disciplines.

His cross disciplinary
knowledge encouraged

outside of the box
thinking; this allowed for
the many inventions and
innovations we use of his

today.

Da Vinci

Mozart composed 600
musical pieces in his 35
years of life; his music is

still relevant today.

Mozart didn't learn how
to live within his means
and more than once had

to borrow money. Towards
the end of his life this

caused great stress and
perhaps even creative

block. 

Mozart's success was
possible because he had
a mentor and teacher

who gave him the
structure and knowledge

he needed to grow (his
father!).

Mozart
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Strategies for Creative Genius

(5) Surround yourself with quality people.
(6) Create daily goals every morning.
(7) Live within your means.
(8) Learn everything you can.


